Hottest Heat Wave - 6 Gay Erotic Romance Stories in 1 Box Set!

JMS Books brought you hot tales of
summer love in their popular Heat Wave
series in the form of first crushes, fleeting
affairs, and longtime romances that
bubbled over into hot flashes with the
soaring heat. In the Hottest Heat Wave
anthology, which combines the six
best-selling titles in the series, gay men are
driven to distraction by the heat and each
other, seeking solace anyway they can.
With stories by Drew Hunt, J.D. Walker,
J.M. Snyder, Jeff Adams, Terry OReilly,
and Michael P. Thomas, this sizzling
anthology of M/M romance and erotic
romance will have your temperature
through the roof all summer long!
Contains the stories: Heat Wave: Newark
by Drew Hunt -- Standing on the side of
the road, thumb extended and bottle of
water empty, Aaron Jones despairs of ever
getting a ride. Seeing a cute hitcher on the
on ramp, trucker Ben Knight picks him up
before the cops do. What happens when
they finally reach Newark and the heat
between Ben and Aaron rivals that of
outside? Heat Wave: Stone Mountain by
J.D. Walker -- The heat is brutal as Stace
Whitehall hikes up Stone Mountain with
his crush, Jenson Sommers. At the end of
the trek, Jenson asks him out on a date. The
two men have a great time together until
Bransworth Manley, Jensons ex, shows up
and the truth about Jenson comes out.
Bransworth and Stace bond over being
duped, and then Jenson threatens them with
a gun. Is the heat making everyone crazy?
Heat Wave: Richmond by J.M. Snyder -Danny is finally getting a place all his own,
but a heat wave hits when he moves in, and
the apartments A/C isnt working right.
Sexy new neighbor Kyle invites Danny to
stay in his apartment in air conditioned
bliss. Danny thinks Kyle might be
interested in him, but so far Kyle seems to
be moving pretty slow. Will things ever
heat up between them? Or is Danny going
to end up getting burned? Heat Wave:
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Tuscaloosa by Jeff Adams -- In the midst
of an oppressively hot summer night, Ethan
meets fellow grad student Marcus. While
their initial encounters are scorching, can
two busy student have more than a heated
seasonal fling? Or could it be the beginning
of something that will last beyond the
stormy southern nights?
Heat Wave:
Traverse City by Terry OReilly -- A heat
wave drives Cameron Mitchel north to a
lake near Traverse City. Here he meets
Emory Cauldwell, handsome, desirable
and, best of all, Cameron thinks, safe.
Cameron has been burned in romantic
relationships before, so married men are
his
protection
from
another
disappointment. But is Emory really safe or
will Cameron have to decide if he can take
a chance on love? Heat Wave: Colorado
Springs by Michael P. Thomas -- Seeing an
opportunity to win a big fat cash prize and
his big fat crush Ethan, Spencer signs on to
challenge Ethans homophobic dad on a
reality TV cook-off. But when his secret
sauce goes missing at the height of the
competition, all signs point to sabotage,
and Spencer neglects to look before he
leaps to conclusions. Now the money and
Ethan are both on the line unless Spencer
can keep his cool.
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